
A Student’s Guide to Mastering ASL Grammar
Are You Making Common Signing Errors? 

Make no mistake about it…when venturing into the world of American Sign Language, the first 
thing you must understand is that ASL is its own language. It is different from English.  ASL is also 
not like other Signing Systems. 

Like any other Language, ASL contains its own unique rules of syntax, phonology, grammar, etc. 
To become fluent in the ASL language, you must first be armed with these essential rules and 
terminology.  

Don’t Just “Sign”…Communicate! methodically takes you, step-by-step, through the essentials of ASL 
Grammar to prepare you to truly and effectively communicate in and understand ASL.

This carefully outlined guide not only illustrates the importance of understanding ASL’s overall 
differences in grammar, the topics are broken up into the six (6) major aspects of the language, 
making it that much easier for you to understand and follow!  

Here’s just a glimpse of what you’ll find in this guide:  

•  Get the “inside scoop” about ASL – Learn vocabulary concepts not taught in most ASL 
dictionaries and discover the most essential ASL grammar rules.

•  Packed full with “must have” tools, a glossary of over 200 terms, and a grammar study sheet 
you’ll use again and again! 

•  Everything you need in just one place... And answers to questions you may not even know to 
ask...

Regardless of your reasons for learning to communicate in ASL, once you have read this book with 
its expert advice and hints, you will truly be prepared to master the communication nuances of the 
ASL Language!

Beginning when she was only thirteen years old, Michelle Jay has understood her 
passion and love for ASL.  As a hearing person in the Deaf community, Michelle 
was determined to master everything she could about ASL… not just “how to 
sign,” but the very best ways to learn to sign as well!

As the founder of StartASL.com, the leading online resource for ASL and Deaf 
Culture, Michelle has tremendous insight into this unique community.  Michelle 
earned a Bachelor’s Degree in Deaf Studies, with an emphasis in teaching, from 
one of the nation’s premier programs at California State University, Northridge.

When not writing books or tending her website, Michelle contributes thought-
provoking articles to academic publishers such as Greenhaven Press. Her unique 
articles have done much to support Deaf Culture, and have been printed in 
resource publications such as American Chronicle and Perspectives on Diseases & 
Disorders: Deafness & Hearing Impairments.



“Stop! Don’t learn another sign until you’ve read Michelle Jay’s A Student’s Guide to Mastering ASL 
Grammar! Clear, easy to understand, and loaded with excellent examples this book is one that every 
ASL student and teacher ought to keep “handy!””

William G. Vicars, Ed.D. 
Associate Professor of ASL and Deaf Studies 

California State University, Sacramento  
(Also known as “Dr. Bill” of www.lifeprint.com)

“Think you can’t learn American Sign Language? Well, think again. Start ASL’s book, A Student’s 
Guide to Mastering ASL Grammar makes learning ASL grammar and syntax not only fun but easy to 
understand. This guide gives you the tools you need to feel comfortable communicating in the Deaf 
community.”

Pearl Feder, L.C.S.W., Editor & Coordinator
SayWhatClub Social Media 

www.saywhatclub.com

“There is so much more to signing than just learning the hand shapes and movements.  ASL is all 
about its own syntax, phonology and grammar. This book does a great job of exploring what makes 
ASL its own unique language. Start ASL has done it again!”

John Miller, Co-Founder, Educator
www.signingsavvy.com

“I found this book to be valuable as a quick reference for non-vocabulary aspects of ASL. I 
recommend this book to anyone who needs to master ASL as a second language.”

Omer Zak, Owner
DEAF-INFO 

www.zak.co.il/deaf-info

“Studying ASL Linguistics at Gallaudet University was truly an eye opening experience, even for 
me, a Deaf person, who has already mastered American Sign Language since childhood. Combining 
all of the grammatical aspects of ASL to form a complete idea is not easy for the beginning signer. 
Luckily, A Student’s Guide to Mastering ASL Grammar explains all of this, how to execute, and then 
some! Great job to Michelle Jay for making this available and so clearly for the new and not-so-new 
signer!”

MJ Williams, Author & Website Creator/Owner
www.babiesandsignlanguage.com

“As an ASL instructor for high school students, I am always looking for ways to improve my 
students’ understanding of ASL structure. A Student’s Guide to Mastering ASL Grammar is a 
great tool for beginning ASL students to use along with class instruction for understanding the 
grammatical and conceptual nature of ASL. The book is very user friendly and structured well.”

Cindy Dawes, ASL Instructor
Fivay High School

http://www.lifeprint.com
http://www.saywhatclub.com
http://www.signingsavvy.com
http://www.zak.co.il/deaf-info
http://www.babiesandsignlanguage.com
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American Sign Language
Syntax

In this section:

•	 Word	Order

•	 Sentence	Types

•	 Negation

•	 Pronouns	and	Indexing

•	 Nouns

•	 Adjectives

•	 Auxiliary	Verbs

•	 Prepositions

•	 Conjunctions

•	 Articles

Syntax is the study of constructing sentences. Syntax also refers to the rules and principles 
of sentence structure.

In ASL, syntax is conveyed through word order and non-manual markers. This section can 
be confusing, so don’t get discouraged if you don’t understand the first time.

Word Order

ASL sentences follow a TOPIC-COMMENT structure. This is the same as the English 
“subject” “predicate” structure. However, instead of the topic always being the subject, the 
topic in ASL is whatever the comment is referring to. This can either be the subject of the 
sentence or the object.

6
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The subject of a sentence is the person or object doing the action, the verb of a sentence is 
the action, and the object of a sentence is what is receiving the action. For example, in the 
sentence “The boy kicked the ball” the subject is “boy,” the verb is “kicked,” and the object is 
“ball.” 

There are a few different variations of word order in ASL depending on the vocabulary you 
are using and what you are trying to accomplish.

Word Order with Plain Verbs

When using plain verbs, ASL sentences can follow a variety of different word orders. 

While English usually only follows Subject-Verb-Object word order, all of the following 
sentences are correct in ASL for the English sentence “Mother loves Father,” when using 
plain verbs:

Subject-Verb-Object (SVO)

“MOTHER LOVE FATHER”  
“SHE LOVE HIM” 
“MOTHER LOVE HIM”  
“SHE LOVE FATHER”

Subject-Verb-Object-Subject 
(SVOS or SVO+Pronoun)

                                                  ________aff 
“MOTHER LOVE FATHER, MOTHER”  
                                 ___aff 
“SHE LOVE HIM, SHE” 

Object-Subject-Verb (OSV) 
(“Topicalization”)

  ________t 
“FATHER, MOTHER LOVE”  
  ___t 
“HE, SHE LOVE”  

Object-Subject-Verb-Subject 
(OSVS or OSV+Pronoun)

  ________t                                  ________aff 
“FATHER, MOTHER LOVE, MOTHER”  
  ___t                       __aff 
“HE, SHE LOVE, SHE”

You may also see these word orders used:

Verb-Object-Subject (VOS): “LOVE RICE I” 
                                                       ____t 
Object-Verb-Subject (OVS): “RICE, LOVE I”
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Object-Subject-Verb Word Order

In ASL, you can use either the subject or object as the TOPIC of a sentence. Using the subject 
as the topic is using an “active voice” and is in Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) word order. Using 
the object as the topic is using a “passive voice” and is in Object-Subject-Verb (OSV) word 
order. 

Below are examples of each:

“Topic”	is Example Topic Comment
Literal	

Translation

Subject 
(SVO) 

“active voice”

GIRL KICK 
BALL GIRL KICK BALL

“The girl 
kicked the 

ball.”

Object 
(OSV)

“passive voice”

_____t   
BALL, GIRL 
KICK

BALL GIRL KICK
“The ball was 
kicked by the 

girl.”

When the object is the topic of the sentence, this is called “topicalization.” Topicalization 
is another kind of sentence structure that involves different non-manual markers than a 
simple SVO structure. 

These sentences from the plain verb examples are topicalized sentences:

  ________t 
“FATHER, MOTHER LOVE” (OSV) 
 ___t 
“HE, SHE LOVE”  (OSV) 
  ________t                                  ________aff 
“FATHER, MOTHER LOVE, MOTHER” (OSVS) 
 ___t                       ___aff 
“HE, SHE LOVE, SHE” (OSV+Pronoun)

We will discuss topicalization non-manual markers later in this section.

Word Order without Objects

All of the following sentences are correct in ASL when signing a sentence without an object:
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Subject-Verb (SV) “MAN STUPID”  
“HE STUPID” 

Subject-Verb-Subject  
(SVS or SV+Pronoun)

                            __aff 
“MAN STUPID HE” 

Verb-Pronoun (V+Pronoun)                  __aff 
“STUPID HE” 

However, Verb-Subject (putting the verb before the subject of the sentence) would NOT be 
correct in ASL. For example, “STUPID MAN” is not a correct ASL sentence.

Word Order with Directional Verbs

Directional verbs add additional meaning to sentences which, in turn, contributes to 
different word order variations. Because the subject and object of the sentence can be 
shown with just the movement of the directional verb, sometimes only the verb is signed 
with a certain directional movement. 

All of the following sentences are correct in ASL when using directional verbs:

Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) “I-GIVE-you BOOK”  
“he-GIVE-her BOOK”

Subject-Verb-Object-Subject  
(SVO or SVO+Pronoun)

                                              __aff 
“HE he-GIVE-her BOOK, HE” 
                                                   ___aff  
“MAN he-GIVE-her BOOK, MAN”  
                                                  __aff 
“MAN he-GIVE-her BOOK, HE”

Object-Subject-Verb (OSV) 
(“Topicalization”)

 ______t 
“BOOK, he-GIVE-her”

Object-Subject-Verb-Subject (OSVS or 
OSV+Pronoun) 

(“Topicalization”)

 ______t                            __aff 
“BOOK, he-GIVE-her, HE”
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Time-Topic-Comment 

When you talk about a past or future event in ASL, you would establish the time-frame 
before signing the rest of the sentence. 

This creates a TIME-TOPIC-COMMENT structure. The same rules of word order for the 
TOPIC-COMMENT structure apply, only now a “time sign” is added to the beginning of the 
sentence.

Here are some examples:

Word	Order Sign	Example Literal	Translation

Time-Subject-Verb-
Object

LAST-WEEK GIRL KICK 
BALL

“The girl kicked the ball 
last week.”

Time-Subject-Verb YESTERDAY HE WALK “He walked yesterday.”

Time-Subject-
Adjective 2-YEARS-AGO HE UGLY “He was ugly 2 years ago.”

Time signs are usually only signed at the beginning of sentences.

Sentence Types

There are a few different sentence types in ASL. These sentence types are not the same 
as word order. Word order shows the order in which you can sign your words. Sentence 
types show how to use word order along with non-manual markers to form certain types of 
sentences.

Questions

There are three types of questions used in ASL--wh-word questions, yes/no questions, and 
rhetorical questions. The only way to decipher between these questions in ASL is by the use 
of non-manual markers.

“Wh” Word Questions (whq)

Wh-word questions are questions that require more than a yes or no answer. These are 
normally questions that use the words who, what, when, where, why, or how. The wh-word 
is normally signed at the end of the question.
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Non-Manual	Markers:	

• Lower your eyebrows
• Lean your head forward
• Hold the last sign in your sentence (usually the wh-word)

Wh-Word Question

Examples:	

1.                  ___whq 
HE/SHE WHO? (“Who is he/she?”)

2.                                    _____whq 
YOU LEARN SIGN WHERE? (“Where are you learning sign?”)

3. _whq                                 ___whq 
WHO YOUR TEACHER WHO? (“Who is your teacher?”)

These common phrases are exceptions to the rule:

4. ________whq 
HOW YOU? (“How are you?”)

5. __________whq 
WHAT TIME? (“What time is it?”)

6. ___whq 
TIME? (“What time is it?”)
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Yes/No Questions (y/n)

Yes/no questions are questions that only require a simple yes or no answer. 

Non-Manual	Markers:	

• Raise your eyebrows
• Lean your head forward
• Hold the last sign in your sentence

Yes/No Question

Examples:

1. _________y/n 
DEAF YOU? (“Are you Deaf?”)

2. __________________y/n 
STUDENT HE/SHE? (“Is he/she a student?”)

3. ___________________y/n 
YOU MARRIED YOU? (“Are you married?”)

“Question Mark Wiggle”

A “question mark wiggle” is sometimes used to add doubt or incredulousness to a question. 
You would sign a question mark wiggle with a question like, “You really think she’ll win that 
race?” and use a yes/no question facial expression. A question mark wiggle is signed by 
taking your index finger and flexing it a little into almost an x-handshape a few times at the 
end of a question.
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Rhetorical Questions (rhq)

Rhetorical questions are not actual questions—a response is not expected. After asking 
the rhetorical question, you would immediately give the answer and other information. 
Rhetorical questions are used often with “why” questions in place of the word “because”.

Non-Manual	Markers: 

• Make a statement using a neutral expression
• Ask a “wh” question with your eyebrows raised during the “wh” word
• Answer your own question with a neutral, affirmative, or negative expression

I...WHY? EAT...NOT

Examples:	

1.                      ___rhq  _______________neg 
I HUNGRY, WHY? EAT LUNCH NOT.  
(“I’m hungry. Why? I didn’t eat lunch”) 
(“I’m hungry because I didn’t eat lunch”)

2.                               ___rhq  ________aff 
THAT WOMAN, WHO? MY MOM.  
(“Who is that woman? My mom”) 
(“That woman is my mom”)

3.                            ___rhq  ______aff 
I PASS CLASS, HOW? I STUDY.  
(“I passed the class. How? I studied”) 
(“I passed the class because I studied”)
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Declarative Sentences

Declarative sentences are statements. These can be affirmative, negative, or neutral 
statements and each are recognized by the different non-manual markers that are used.

 Affirmative Declarative Sentences

Non-Manual	Marker: 

• Nod your head while signing (use appropriate facial expression to show the degree 
or intensity of your affirmation)

Examples:	

1. _______________aff 
SHE DEAF SHE (“She is Deaf”)

2. _________aff 
I HUNGRY (“I’m hungry”)

3. ____________________aff 
I WASH CAR FINISH (“I washed the car”)

Negative Declarative Sentences

Non-Manual	Markers: 

• Shake your head 
• Scrunch up your face
• Frown
• Use appropriate facial expression to show the degree or intensity of your negation

Examples:	

1. ____________neg 
ME GO CAN’T (“I can’t go”)

2. ________neg 
I HUNGRY (“I’m not hungry”)

3. ______________________________neg 
I WASH CAR NOT-YET FINISH (“I’m not finished washing the car”)

4. ______________neg 
I NOT HUNGRY (“I’m not hungry”)

5.               ___neg 
I HAVE NONE CHILDREN (“I have no children”)
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6. _________________neg 
I NOT HAVE TIME (“I don’t have time”)

Neutral Declarative Sentences

Non-Manual	Marker: 

• Neutral head position (no shaking or nodding)

Examples:	

1. I GO HOME (“I’m going home”)
2. MY SISTER WANT GO STORE (“My sister wants to go to the store”)
3. I EAT FINISH (“I’m done eating”)

Conditional Sentences (cond)

Conditional sentences follow an if/then structure where the non-manual markers for the 
“if” part of the sentence differ from the ones for the “then” part of the sentence. 

The signs SUPPOSE, IF, and #IF are also commonly used with the conditional facial 
expressions to mark the beginning of conditional statements.

Non-Manual	Markers: 

• Raise your eyebrows during the “if” part of the sentence
• Then make a question or declarative statement for the “then” part of the sentence

TODAY RAIN, GAME CANCEL.
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Examples:	

1. _________cond  ______________aff 
TODAY RAIN, GAME CANCEL.  
(“If it rains today, the game will be cancelled”)

2. _________cond  _______________y/n 
TODAY RAIN, YOU LEAVE YOU? 
(“If it rains today, are you going to leave?”)

3. _________cond  ____whq                 _____whq 
TODAY RAIN, WHERE YOU GO WHERE? 
(“If it rains today, where will you go?”)

4. _________cond  ____aff 
MILK CHEAP, I BUY.  
(“If the milk is cheap, I will buy it”)

5. __cond _____________aff 
I SICK, LEAVE EARLY.  
(“If I’m sick, I will leave early”)

Topicalization (t)

When you use the “object” part of the sentence as the topic of the sentence (OSV word 
order), this is called topicalization. The facial expression used for the “object” part of the 
sentence differs from the rest of the sentence. This creates a “passive voice” instead of the 
“active voice” that is used with SVO structure.

Topicalized Statements

Non-Manual	Markers: 

• Raise your eyebrows for the “topic” part of the sentence
• Then make a neutral, affirmative, or negative declarative statement for the 

“comment” part of the sentence

Examples:	

1. ________t   __________aff 
MY DAD, THAT MAN. (“That man is my dad”)

2. ________t   _______________aff 
FATHER, MOTHER LOVE. (“Mother loves father”)
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3. ___________t     ____”pah” 
THAT KEY, I FINALLY FIND 
(“I finally found that key”)

4. __________________t  ______aff 
THAT DRAWING, I DRAW. (“I drew that drawing”)

Topicalized “Wh” Question

Non-Manual	Markers: 

• Raise your eyebrows for the “topic” part of the sentence
• Then lower your eyebrows to ask the “Wh” question

...GIRL, WHO?

Examples:	

1. ____________t  ___whq 
THAT GIRL, WHO?  
(“Who is that girl?”)

2. __________________t  ___whq 
THAT DRAWING, WHAT?  
(“What is that a drawing of?”)

3. _____________________________t  __whq 
TWO-OF-US LEAVE EARLY, HOW?  
(“How are we going to leave early?”)
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Negation

To form	a	negative, you can: 

• Sign NOT before the word.

• Shake your head while signing the word.

• Use reversal of orientation for some signs.

• Frown while signing the word.

Non-manual markers are a very important part of negation. For example, if you sign, “I 
DON’T-LIKE HAMBURGER,” a different facial expression can change the meaning to: “I 
really dislike hamburgers.”

Reversal of Orientation

Reversal of orientation is one way to form a negative. When you reverse your palm 
orientation of some signs, you can express the opposite of the meaning of the original sign.

For example, you can change the sign for WANT to DON’T-WANT by signing WANT then 
reversing your palm orientation so your palms are facing downward while using a negative 
facial expression.

WANT DON’T-WANT

You can use reversal of orientation for the signs WANT, KNOW, and LIKE to mean DON’T-
WANT, DON’T-KNOW, or DON’T-LIKE.
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Pronouns and Indexing

Indexing is when you set up a point to refer to a person or object that is or is not present in 
the signing area. This is also known as referencing or creating referents. 

If the person or object is present, you can just point at him, her, or it to mean HE/HIM, SHE/
HER, or IT. 

If the person or object is not present, you would first need to identify the person or object. 
Then, you can “index” the person or object to a point in space. Once you have set up this 
referent, you can refer back to that same point every time you want to talk about that 
person or object.

To refer to referents, you would use these types of signs:

• Personal Pronouns
• Possessive Pronouns
• Directional Verbs

For example, if you are talking about Bill and Suzy, you can sign Bill’s name and point to 
your left. Then, you can sign Suzy’s name and point to your right. When continuing your 
dialogue about Bill and Suzy, you would then point to your left or right whenever you refer 
to them (you would no longer need to spell out their names). 

Indexing on your non-dominant hand

You can also use your non-dominant hand as a way to index and talk about your friends or 
family.

For example, when you are talking about your siblings, you can index them on your non-
dominant hand by pointing to different fingers for each sibling, starting with your thumb 
for your oldest sibling and working your way down to your last finger for the youngest.
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